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Abstract—Securing their users’ privacy is a central duty of
Online Social Networks (OSN), but the complex non-linear
effects of social media content on privacy is not well under-
stood. We propose a novel framework that integrates XGBoost,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic models and Generalized
Additive Models (GAM) to perform statistical inference about the
complex non-linear relationship between the topics and privacy
of tweets. First, XGBoost is used to predict the privacy of tweets.
Then, the predictions are improved by analyzing the classified
tweets with LDA topic models. Finally, we model the non-
linear relationship between topics and privacy with GAMs by
using (penalized) splines. Instead of being limited to predictive
modeling, our approach enables us to model the non-linear
relationship between latent topics and the privacy of tweets.

Index Terms—Privacy, Tweets, Topic Model, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation, Generalized Additive Model

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet users worldwide spend a significant amount of
their daily activities on social media, leading to an average
of 147 minutes, an increase by two minutes compared to last
year [52]. On Twitter, users post at least about 500 million
tweets per day [53]. Protecting the privacy of individuals is
a duty of Online Social Networks (OSN) according to Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), article 12 human
rights, The Communications Decency Act (CDA), and The
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). Current
OSN privacy settings remain inefficient in such a task. To this
end, several countermeasures have been proposed. Current
approaches to secure privacy focus mostly on hiding the
identity (e.g., hiding addresses to reduce the risk of stalking)
[22], [29], [36], [39], [43], [59], [60]. Facebook, e.g., allows
users to select a pre-defined group with which they share
posts (e.g., all, friends), or to define the groups by manually
selecting other users [35]. In contrast, Twitter, upon account
creation, shares users’ tweets by default with everyone unless
a user decides to make the account private. In such a case,
tweets are accessible only to user’s followers. Recently,
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twitter circle option is introduced. Users can add up to 150
people and share the tweets with the circle only [65].

These methods are insufficient in matching users’ desired
privacy standards, resulting in regrettable posts [50], [55].
Moreover, the current mechanisms are time-consuming and
complex for users [31] and often lead to sharing content
with an unintended audience [23], [55]. Thus, users need
to maintain their access control lists constantly. In practice,
users, however, often reuse and rarely update such lists [56].

To address these issues, Reinhardt et al. [47] propose
privacy suggestions that rely on the sensitivity of content
and the current strength of the user’s social relationships
to suggest the appropriate audience for the post to a user.
For such a privacy suggestion scheme, a user interface is
conceptualized in [47] and further designed in a follow-up
work [64]. Content about to be shared may greatly vary,
from personal insights (incl. emails, phone numbers, and
address) to location, time of day, and information about
tweets’ authors. In the case of Twitter, however, while only
0.1% of users mentioned identifiable attributes such as email
addresses or phone numbers in their tweets according to [38],
other types of disclosure of sensitive information were more
common. For example, in their sample, 12.1% of tweets
included a person’s location, 20.1% included the time of
certain activities and 22.7% an actual name. Such disclosures
can lead to severe consequences, especially when coupled
together. For instance, combining an identified person’s name
with location and time of day can be used for robbery. There-
fore, we argue that another critical component in privacy
protection in OSNs is supporting users to control better the
dissemination of sensitive information beyond their identities
and profile attributes.

Bridging the gap between the desired privacy in OSNs and
the actual privacy settings as proposed in [47] is challenging,
as privacy perceptions depend on cultural and individual traits
[11], [40], [48]. Moreover, studies that explore the influential
factors that characterize private content being shared remain
limited. Thus, in this paper, we strive toward closing this gap.
Our contribution is as follows:

• We use a set of tweets that users previously labeled
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private and public by Wang et al. [54] to train a
classification model based on XGBoost classifier.

• We next crawled a set of tweets geo-located in Great
Britain and used the previously trained classifiers on [54]
to classify the crawled tweets’ privacy into private or
non-private tweets. Note that this is a necessary step for
the following modelings due to the small size of the
originally labeled data set [54].

• We fit LDA models on the classified tweets and use
the topic probabilities to model the privacy classification
with Generalized Additive Models (GAM).

• By using GAMs and splines, we further model the com-
plex non-linear relationship between topics and privacy.

To this end, we find groups of topics that are more likely
correlated with sensitive content. For instance, the topics re-
lated to sexuality positively impact content sensitivity. More-
over, we demonstrate that tweets posted during nighttime or
that have a more negative sentiment are more likely to be
sensitive. The latter remains consistent with similar studies
that show that sentiment is a valuable parameter in estimating
the sensitivity of textual content [8], [9], [54]. Furthermore,
the negative users’ expressions toward Covid and politics
(precisely detected as “fuck covid & politics”) is an interest-
ing topic that is highly correlated with a tweet being sensitive.
In addition to above findings, our framework, in general,
can also be adopted to the investigation of sensitive topics
in different constrains (e.g, different countries) and the role
of structural variables (such as time or sensitivity of posted
tweets), by estimating content sensitivity in one hand, as well
as, LDA topic modeling and GAMs in the other.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First,
we detail related work in Sec. II and describe the data, i.e.,
the labeled tweets and privacy dictionaries by [54], and the
scraped tweets in Sec. III. Then, in Sec. IV, we outline the
used methods, i.e., the classifier XGBoost, LDA topic model,
and GAM. Afterward, we present our results in Sec. V before
we discuss the limitations and future directions in Sec. VI.
Finally, in Sec. VII, we make concluding remarks and provide
suggestions for further research.

II. RELATED LITERATURE

We briefly discuss the literature on users’ behaviours with
regard to content sensitivity in Sec. II-A, followed by users’
privacy perception of sensitive information in general (Sec.
II-B). Lastly, we explore two different privacy-enhancing
approaches, i.e., tweet sensitivity prediction (Sec. II-C) and
deceptive tweets (Sec. II-D).

A. Behavioral Patterns in OSN and Sensitivity
Users adopt different measures to protect their privacy.

For example, Twitter users can choose between having user-
names that disclose their identities or can remain anonymous.
Peddinti et al. [42] investigated the behavior of the so-
called identifiable and anonymous users. They, in particular,
explored the posts’ topics that identifiable and anonymous
users decide to share on Twitter. They uncovered a link

between sensitive information and the tendency to have an
anonymous user account. They also found that such users
tweet more and tend to expose their activity to the general
audience. Our work, however, focuses on tweet content and
topics to investigate content sensitivity.

B. Information Sensitivity Perception

Several studies explored users’ perceptions of information
sensitivity [11], [40], [48]. Markos et al. [40] performed
a cross-national and cross-cultural investigation of privacy-
related behaviors in an empirical study. They investigated
consumers’ perceived sensitivity and willingness to provide
information regarding country, age group, perceived privacy
control, consumer data relationship, and type of information.
They found that US users are more sensitive to the infor-
mation collection and less willing to disclose information
than Brazilians. They both, however, ranked similarly in the
orderings of sensitivity for specific types of information.

In another study, Schomakers et al. [48] compared the
perceived sensitivity of German internet users against the
results of the US and Brazil from Markos et al. [40]. Their
study yielded the same findings as Markos et al. [40]. While
differences in the perception of sensitivity between Germany,
Brazil, and the US were noticed, the ranked orderings of
specific types of sensitive information are similar between
all three countries. Almotairi et al. [11] extended the study
to Saudi Arabia cohorts. They also found slight differences
in the perception of information sensitivity compared to the
US, Brazil, and German cohorts. Alemany et al. [61] further
defined a sensitive ranking of information types from related
works on types of regrets.

The literature shows that a certain consensus on the per-
ceived types of sensitive information exists across nations
and cultures. In this work, we investigate tweets from Great
Britain. Our framework can be easily adapted to study
information privacy of tweets in other countries.

C. Tweet Sensitivity Prediction

Sensitivity prediction of tweets using Machine Learn-
ing (ML) techniques falls into two main groups, namely,
(1) topic-based supervised classification solutions and (2)
content-based sensitivity.

Mao et al. [2] conducted an exploratory study to investigate
whether pre-filtered revealing vacation and drunk tweets are
sensitive or non-sensitive. They used naive Bayes and SVM
ML classification models. They pre-filtered vacation tweets
using keyword search on terms that may reveal the vacation
plans like vacation, and fly to. They further analyzed the
role of getting drunk and tweeting in privacy exposure by
classifying drunk tweets as sensitive or non-sensitive and
analyzing the topic of drunk sensitive tweets. They also
designed a classifier to predict drunk-driving tweets. More-
over, they investigated the classification of tweets that contain
disease information. However, their solution can be adopted
for specific scenarios only (i.e, vacation and drunk) and not



generic model solutions to classify any tweet as sensitive and
non-sensitive despite their topics, as in our case.

Caliskan-Islam et al. [3] designed a tool to detect the
privacy score of a user by calculating if a user’s list (time-
line) of tweets falls under one of three defined privacy
scores, depending on the number of sensitive categories. They
used topic matching extraction, a Named Entity Recognition
(NER), and sentiment analysis together with AdaBoost and
Naive Bayes ML classification models. During the annotation
step, users were provided with a list of sensitive categories
and had to decide whether a set of tweets were private or not
and the sensitivity topic to which sensitive tweets belonged.

In two other studies, Wang et al. [6], [7] designed classi-
fiers that predict one of 13 or 14 pre-defined sensitive topics
of a tweet. We used the privacy dictionary based on Caliskan-
Islam et al. [3] and extended by Wang et al. [54]. However,
we do not focus on the classification of certain sensitive
topics but rather on either sensitive or non-sensitive tweets
content and on modeling the non-linear relationship between
identified topics from those sensitive tweets.

Zhou et al. [4] aimed to predict whether a tweet is likely
to be deleted or not based on previously deleted tweets.
They extracted ten features based on a keyword search
of a set of sensitive topics defined in another study [5].
They also generated user-based features from users’ historical
sharing and deleting patterns. They used conventional ML
methods and found that Naive Bayes reaches the highest
score. They used Bag-of-Words (BOW) and Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) to extract the features.
The tweets are classified binary whether they belong to any
of each category. A further limitation of their approach is the
assumption that the private tweets are already pre-selected
into one of the pre-defined categories.

In a similar research line, certain studies examined content
sensitivity according to a binary categorization as either
private or public content [8], [9], [54]. In a more recent study
[54], use word embedding and recurrent neural network meth-
ods, specifically Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM),
to classify private tweets in either private or public categories.
They further calculated a privacy score that includes content
sensitivity classification, sentiment analysis, and user prefer-
ences. Mittal et al. [8] analyzed the role of users’ sentiment in
revealing sensitive content in tweets. They used Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) as a
more recent transfer learning technique to classify content
sensitivity and investigate the sentiment effect of sensitive and
non-sensitive tweets. Sentiment analysis over the WASSA
data set [10] was used to predict whether a tweet belongs to
one of four basic emotion categories (i.e., anger, joy, sadness,
and fear). Kqiku [9] et al. used the data set of [54] to fine-tune
BERT in predicting content sensitivity and enhance further by
coupling together sentiment estimation (i,e., anger, disgust,
joy, surprise, fear, and sad emotions) in content sensitivity
prediction. While we make use of classification models to
train and evaluate classification models to recognize the
sensitivity of tweets as in [54], we differ from other sensitivity

prediction approaches by further exploring the topics of
sensitive tweets using LDA and by modeling the non-linear
relationship between topics and privacy using GAMs.

D. Deceptive Deletion of Tweets
Minaei et al. [62] found that even the act of deletion attracts

unwanted attention from malicious parties. Therefore, they in-
troduced a mechanism to withdraw tweets temporarily. They
aimed to disguise malicious parties [62]. In another study,
Minaei et al. [63] introduced another mechanism to protect
withdrawn tweets from the attention of adversaries. They
provided a deletion functionality to remove non-sensitive
posts to confuse the adversaries in detecting sensitive posts.

Our aim, however, is to model the relationships between
topics and sensitivity, along with exploring sensitive topics
of tweets and tweets’ sensitivity.

III. DICTIONARIES, DATA, AND PREPROCESSING

In this section, we first describe the dictionaries, and the
labeled data set. The dictionaries and the labeled tweets by
individuals are established by Wang et al. [54]. They extend
the terms from other related works [3], [5], [50] for each
sensitive topic by using the Urban Dictionary website. They
ended up with more than 100 terms for 13 topics. They used
the defined dictionary to filter a set of tweets to be annotated.

We next present our scraped unlabeled tweets and finally
outline the data pre-processing steps.

A. Dictionaries
To create the dictionaries of potentially private topics,

such as Health & Medical, Drugs & Alcohol, Obscenity,
Politics, Racism, Family & Personal [54] use a root set of
“seed terms,” and expand the set using Urban Dictionary.
The dictionaries are available from their website https://bit.
ly/privscore. They consist of 13 defined privacy topics and
range from 96 to 209 terms for a topic. For example, the
first 20 words from the dictionary entertainment can
be found in Tab. I. They [54] used the dictionary to reach a
high number of potentially private tweets. Subsequently, they
conducted a user study to ask how sensitive they consider
a subset of those tweets, as explained more thoroughly in
Sec. III-B.

music cinema silver screen movie industry
rap rock melody tune

classical song jazz fusion
harmony acoustic folk hard rock

instrumental opera cappella heavy metal
TABLE I

FIRST 20 WORDS FROM THE DICTIONARY ENTERTAINMENT

B. Labeled Tweets
We employ the labeled tweet dataset from Wang et al. [54].
They [54]performed a snowball crawling process for about

a month in March 2016 to collect a large number of tweets
from different users and subsequently pre-filter them based
on the dictionary above in Sec. III-A. Next, they conducted an
IRB-approved user study to label selected tweets according



to their perceived privacy sensitivity using Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk. Each participant classified 20 randomly chosen
tweets out of the original 6M tweets. Each tweet could be
classified as [1:Very sensitive]; [2:Sensitive]; [3:Little Sensi-
tive]; [4:Maybe]; [5:Non-sensitive]. Three different Turkers
label the same tweets. The authors collected 552 qualified
questionnaires from 1,656 Turkers. After post-filtering, they
ended up with a data set of 3,008 labeled tweets in three
categories (i.e., 1,436 sensitive, 61 maybe, and 1,512 non-
sensitive tweets). The authors provided a version of the data
set with an equal number of sensitive and non-sensitive
tweets, i.e., 1,435 tweets for each category.

C. Unlabeled Scraped Tweets
We scrape unlabeled tweets using the official Twitter

API from 2020-10-25 10:50:37 to 2020-12-26 18:57:36. We
scrape them by using a geographical box that is large enough
to encircle Great Britain (GB) and scrape all tweets with
a geo-location inside that box. Subsequently, we filter out
all tweets that do not have an English language stamp and
tweets which do not have “GB” as country code. This process
resulted in a total of 526,000 tweets. Each scraped tweet
consists of the features presented in Tab. II.

1. created at 2. id str 3. user id str
4. full text 5. hashtags 6. lang

7. place full name 8. country code 9. coordinates
10. center coord X 11. center coord Y

TABLE II
FEATURES OF THE UNLABELED SCRAPED TWEETS

D. Data Preprocessing for Classification
1) Preprocessing of the Training Data: As described in

Sec. III-B, we reverse the labelling of the original data
set ([0:Non-private], [1:Private]). We start the preprocessing
by converting all letters to lowercase, removing the sub-
string “@XXX” in all tweets, and removing the following
punctuation marks: ! ( ) - [ ] ; : ’ " \, < > .
/ ? @ % & $ ˆ * _ { } ⇠. Note that we remove the
substring “@XXX” to avoid any undesired classification
since “XXX’ replaces the real identity of the user in the
anonymized labeled data set introduced in Sec. III-B.

This process continues with tokenizing the text corpora
using [14] (nltk.tokenize.word_tokenize), remov-
ing stop words (nltk.corpus.stopwords) and finally
lemmatizing (nltk.stem.lemmatizer). Tokenizing is
the process of breaking a stream of textual data into words,
terms, sentences, symbols, or some other meaningful ele-
ments called tokens while lemmatizing in linguistics is the
process of grouping together the inflected forms of a word
so that they can be analyzed as a single item, identified by
the word’s lemma, or dictionary form. After we finish the
data cleaning, we bring the tweets into a vectorized form.
The vectorized form allows us to use numerical methods
for text analysis. We use (sklearn.sklearn.feat-
ure_extraction.text.CountVectorizer) for the
vectorization [45].

This process then gives us a vector representation for each
tweet i of all I tweets over the dictionary of all W words that
are included in the labeled tweets. In other words, x(!)

i 2 N
indicates how often the word ! appears in the tweet i. The
privacy label is denoted as yi.

labeled data = {(xi, yi)}Ii=1, xi 2 NW , yi 2 {0, 1}

The last step before the classifier training is to separate the
labeled data into a training set and a test set to validate the
resulting classifiers.

2) Preprocessing of the Unlabeled Scraped Tweets: The
preprocessing of the unlabeled tweets is essentially very sim-
ilar to the preprocessing of the labeled tweets introduced in
Sec. III-D1. We first discard all the features from Tab. II that
are not of our interest, i.e., features 3, 6-11. Then, we convert
all tweets to lowercase, remove punctuation, tokenize, remove
stop words and lemmatize with the same methods as above.
We do not have to remove the substrings “@¡name¿”, since
the data here is not anonymized. To classify the unlabeled
tweets, we need to bring them into a vectorized form as well
but we need to keep in mind that we operate on the same
dictionary W as the labeled tweets above. So we enlarge
the dictionary used for the labeled tweets by adding the new
words that appear and zeros to the columns of the vectors
xd from before to encompass these new words also in the
labeled tweets.

unlabeled data = {(xm)}Mm=1, xm 2 NW

E. Preprocessing for LDA
The preprocessing for the topic modeling with LDA is

very similar to the preprocessing for the classification, as
it also contains tokenization and removing stop words. We
use the TTLocVis [33], which provides a broad range of
methods to clean and analyze the contents of Twitter data. In
particular, TTLocVis allows to apply LDA Topic Models on
extremely sparse Twitter data. Tweets are pooled by hashtags
[33]. The pooling procedure groups the tweets into larger text
documents if they have one or more hashtags in common. We
pool with respect to the hashtags as proposed by [41]. The
LDA model implementation in TTLocVis is based on Gensim
[46]. Note that for the description of the LDA model, we use
the notation for individual tweets, even though we estimate
the topics on pools.

IV. METHODS

We first train the model (Fig. 1 A ) on the labelled dataset
[54]. We then classify the tweets (Fig. 1 B ), pool them,
estimate the topics of the pools (Fig. 1 C ), and finally
estimate the GAMs on the topics of the tweets (Fig. 1 D ),
by assigning each tweet the topic of its respective pool. We
also present the GAM plots for other variables, such as time
and sentiment. We work with a balanced data set of 35,468
positively and 36,988 negatively classified tweets. Note that
a tweet can be contained in multiple pools. We train the LDA



topic model on the pools. However, we can increase the
evaluation by dissolving the pools into their tweets, giving
each tweet of a pool its respective topic distribution. This
has two important consequences. First, we can now take the
publication date of tweets into our analysis, and second, the
predicted effects are much more precise since we do not
have the problem of sparse data. Moreover, we can even
consider the “size” of the pools. Larger pools result in more
tweets and, therefore, a better prediction of the privacy of
the content of an individual tweet. Note also that we do not
need to consider the privacy label when pooling since we
immediately dissolve the pools again. The pooling mainly
improves the topic modeling.

Scraped tweets

Labelled tweets [54]

Twitter API

Topics Content sensitivity

C LDA models B XGBoost classifies

D GAM explains

A XGBoost trains

Fig. 1. Pipeline of our proposed framework.

A. Classifying Tweets with XGBoost

We use XGBoost to classify tweets as [1:Private], if the
corresponding predicted privacy probability is above a certain
threshold C1 and as [2:Non-private] if it is below C2 [18].

B. Topic modeling with LDA

We use the smoothed version of the topic modeling ap-
proach using LDA [15]. LDA is a generative probabilistic
topic model that allows sets of observations to be explained
by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the
data are similar.

C. Estimating Non-linear Effects with GAMs

GAMs are proposed in Hastie, and Tibshirani [28]. Al-
though attractively simple, traditional linear regression often
fails in practical situations because real-life effects are usually
non-linear [27].

D. Sentiment Analysis

For the sentiment analysis, we use Vader [30]. Vader takes
in a string and returns a score in each of four categories, as
shown in Tab. III.

1. negative
2. neutral
3. positive
4. compound (computed by normalizing the scores above)

TABLE III
WE USE THE COMPOUND SCORE, RANGING FROM �1 (NEGATIVE

SENTIMENT) TO 1 (POSITIVE SENTIMENT).

V. RESULTS

In this section, we first describe how to interpret the
outcome of our introduced framework (LDA and GAM plots),
before we discuss some of the obtained results thoroughly.

a) LDA Visualizations and GAM interpretations: Fig. 2
shows the annotated topics. The differently sized circles rep-
resent LDA topics, while their size reflects the number of total
words from the dictionary that are being used by the specific
topics (excluding words with an inner-topic prevalence of
zero). The visual representation itself relies on a Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) of the topic distributions, and
the distances between the topic bubbles are calculated by
the Jenson-Shannon distance measure, which compares the
similarity of probability distributions [37]. The words shown
on the right side of the plot are the most important words for
a selected topic. These topic-defining words are ranked high
when a small � value is selected. A low � gives more weight
to a term’s lift, defined as “the ratio of a term’s probability
within a topic to its marginal probability across the corpus”
[49]. By contrast, a larger � increases the weight of the topic-
specific probability of a word in the ranking. Details on the
metric can be found in [49].

We further explain the interpretation of GAM plots. For
instance, Fig. 3 shows partial effect plots. They show the
component effect of each of the smooth or linear terms in
the model, which adds to the overall prediction. We show
the data alongside the model predictions, the X-values along
the bottom, and residuals on the plots. Partial residuals are
the difference between the partial effect and the data after all
other partial effects have been accounted for. The blue lines
show the standard errors on our plots. These show the 95%
confidence interval for the mean shape of the effect, which
is marked by the red line.

Fig. 2. 20 identified topics from LDA visualization of individual tweets:
Topic 2 (i.e., “sexuality & masturbation & rape”) and 4 (i.e., “pornography”)
can be particularly addressed with privacy relevant information. Note that
we did not consider some trending words within the crawling timeline like
”autumn”, and ”US election” for GAM modelings.

The complete list of LDA visualizations and the GAM
plots are also available to the reader (https://bit.ly/3tcOIfq).
A deeper understanding of the topics can be obtained by ad-
justing the parameter � in the LDA visualizations. Hereafter,
we discuss some of the obtained results.



Fig. 3. Strong positive non-linear effect of the tweets from topic 2 (i.e.,
sexuality, masturbation, and rape x-axis) on privacy (y-axis) already at a
small prevalence for this topic.

b) Obtained Results: The analysis of the LDA topic
visualization in Fig. 2 shows content-sensitive topics, i.e.,
topics 2-7, 10, 14-15, and 17-19 (“sexuality & masturbation
& rape, pornography, sports, gaming, fuck Covid & politics,
Halloween & Remembrance Day & US election, sex &
sports, mental health, virtual reality, food, music, Japanese
design”). We further explore the above topics using GAMs.

Very Sensitive Topics. Topics 2 (i.e., “the sexuality &
masturbation & rape topic”) and 4 (i.e., “the pornography”
topic) show a clear positive effect on the privacy of the tweets
(see Fig. 3 and 4).

Fig. 4. Strong positive non-linear effect of the tweets from topic 4, (i.e.,
pornography x-axis) on privacy (y-axis).

Nighttime Tweets. In our findings, the publication date of
a tweet is a valuable factor in determining content sensitivity,
as shown in Fig. 5. The mean estimate for privacy is slightly
higher for nighttime, although at a lower confidence interval,
merely due to fewer tweets posted at night.

Fig. 5. Tweet sensitivity and time of the posted tweet.

Negative and Positive Sentiment. The sentiment of the
individual tweets exhibits the effect that the more positive the
sentiment gets, the less likely it is for a tweet to be classified
as private and the more that sentiment is negative, the tweet
is more likely to be labeled private (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Tweet sensitivity and sentiment negativity.

The same shape of both the mean estimate for the publi-
cation date and the sentiment can now be found in the three-
dimensional plot with topic 2 (i.e., “sexuality & masturbation
& rape”) in Fig. 7 and sentiment in Fig. 8. However, the more
dominant topic 2 becomes, the less impact the sentiment has
on the privacy estimate, everything else being equal.
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Fig. 7. Non-linear effects of
time and topic 2 (“sexuality &
masturbation & rape”) on pri-
vacy (y-axis)
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Fig. 8. Non-linear effects of
sentiment and topic 2 (“sexual-
ity & masturbation & rape”) on
privacy (y-axis)

Mental Health Topic. The 14th topic regarded to mental
health does not show a strong positive effect on the privacy
score (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Non-linear effect of topic 14 (“mental health”) on privacy (y-axis)

In a three-dimensional analysis plotted with the sentiment
score, it reaches a lower probability (0%-70%) for a tweet
to be private given that it contains topic 14, in contrast to
a tweet being private when only considering its sentiment
(30%-80%). Regardless, a tweet is slightly more likely to be
private if it contains topic 14, everything else being equal.

Trending Sensitive Topic. Topic 6, i.e., “fuck covid &
politics,” however, does show a very strong positive effect
on privacy in this approach, as shown in Fig. 10.



Fig. 10. Covid-related sensitive topic (“fuck covid & politics”).

The same holds for topic 20 about education in Fig. 11,
which also contains topics’ terms, such as “antibullyingweek”
and “race.”

Fig. 11. Non-linear effect of topic 20 (education) on privacy (y-axis)

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

a) Unlabeled data set: We crawled and subsequently
predicted the sensitivity of a set of tweets indirectly, i.e.,
we trained it based on a labeled data set [54] by the users
and used the trained models to predict the sensitivity of
other crawled tweets without having their labels. However,
ML models are probabilistic and thus prone to minor false
predictions. Having more annotated user data would enrich
our approach.

b) Cultural and individual differences: Our findings are
limited to a single geo-location only. Our proposed frame-
work can be further extended in various other locations. In
a future work, in particular, the cultural differences in users’
privacy perceptions remain to be investigated. Moreover,
taking into account differences between individuals’ privacy
perceptions remain also for further considerations.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose the integration of XGBoost, LDA topic model,
and GAMs as a novel framework to model the complex non-
linear relationship between the privacy of posts on social me-
dia based on their content and additional structural variables.

We show that using GAMs allows for a detailed and precise
evaluation of non-linear effects of one or two variables at a
time and enables us to integrate topics and structure in the
model. We identify one private topic, “sexuality,” and some
candidates, such as “mental health” and “politics,” in our
sample. Moreover, we find that tweets that explicitly stated
a frustration towards Covid and politics (precisely detected
as “fuck covid & politics”) strongly correlate to being of

sensitive content. Interesting insights are also gained by a
sentiment analysis of tweets and the time of creation, i.e,
tweets of more negative sentiment or posted at nighttime are
more likely to be of sensitive content. This suggests taking
further structural variables into account.
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